
    Monetary Policy is the macroeconomic policy laid down by the central bank.                                                   Main objective of the monetary policy is to maintain price stability while ensuring  

       It involves the management of money supply and interest rate and is the demand side                                                                                                      economic growth.  

        of the economic policy used by the government to achieve macroeconomic objectives                                     For maintaining price stability, Price stability is vital for the sustainable 

                                                                    like inflation, consumption, growth and liquidity.                                                                                                growth of the economy. 

        It aims to manage the quantity of money to meet the requirement of different sectors                                       For controlling inflation, The Reserve Bank of India plays a crucial role in the 

                               of the economy and increase the pace of economic growth.                                                                                                           consultation process pertaining to inflation targeting. 

            The RBI implements the monetary policy through open market operations, bank rate policy,  

              reserve system, credit control policy, moral influence and through many other instruments.  

                The monetary policy can be expansionary or contractionary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Following instruments are used by RBI as a part of their monetary policies –                                        Cash Reserve Ratio is a specified amount of bank deposits which banks 

          -Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR), Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR),                                                                        are required to keep with the RBI in the form of reserves or balances.  

                Open Market Operations (OMO), Bank Rate, Repo Rate,                                                            The higher the CRR with the RBI, the lower will be the liquidity in the system and vice versa.  

                Reverse Repo Rate (RRR), Marginal standing facility (MSF)                                                 The CRR is used by RBI to wipe out excessive money from the system. 

                          and Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF). 
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  Statutory Liquidity Ratio or SLR is the minimum percentage of deposits that a commercial                        OMOs are conducted by the RBI by way of sale and purchase of G-Secs to and form the  

                   bank has to maintain in the form of liquid cash, gold or other securities.                                             market with an objective to adjust the rupee liquidity conditions in the market  

     It is basically the reserve requirement that banks are expected to keep before offering                                                                                                             on a durable basis. 

                                          credit to customers.                                                                                                                  When the RBI feels that there is excess liquidity in the market, it resorts to sale of  

        The SLR is fixed by the RBI and is a form of control over the credit growth in India.                                                                         securities thereby sucking out the rupee liquidity. 

             The government uses the SLR to regulate inflation and fuel growth. Increasing                                            Similarly, when the liquidity conditions are tight, RBI may buy securities from the  

                   the SLR will control inflation in the economy while decreasing the statutory liquidity                                                                   market, thereby releasing liquidity into the market. 

                               rate will cause growth in the economy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Bank Rate refers to the official interest rate at which RBI will provide loans                                                      It is the rate at which the central bank of a country lends money to commercial  

                                                          to the banking system.                                                                                                              banks in the event of any shortfall of funds.  

         Such loans are given out either by direct lending or by rediscounting (buying back) the                                     Repo Rate is always lower than the Bank Rate. 

                bills of commercial banks and treasury bills. Thus, it is also known as discount rate.                               Repo rate is used by monetary authorities to control inflation. 

   When RBI increases the bank rate, the cost of borrowing for banks rises and this credit volume             Repo Rate also decides the liquidity rate in the banking system. If RBI wants to increase 

     gets reduced leading to decline in supply of money. Thus, increase in Bank rate                                              the liquidity rate, they will reduce the Repo Rate and encourage the banks to sell 

                     reflects tightening of RBI monetary policy.                                                                                                 their securities and if the central bank want to control liquidity, they will increase   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         the interest rate, discouraging banks to borrow easily.  
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   Reverse repo rate is the rate of interest at which the RBI borrows funds from other                         MSF is a window for scheduled banks to borrow overnight from the RBI in an  

                                                                                        banks in the short term.                                                        emergency situation when interbank liquidity dries up completely. 

      The banks use the reverse repo facility to deposit their short-term excess funds                                  Under MSF, banks are also allowed to use the securities that come under statutory 

                                      with the RBI and earn interest on it.                                                                                               Liquidity Ratio (SLR) in the process of availing loans from RBI. 

            RBI can reduce liquidity in the banking system by increasing the rate at which it                                 The banks can borrow up to 1 percent of their net demand and time liabilities (NDTL) 

                borrows from banks. Hiking the repo and reverse repo rate ends up reducing                                                                                                    from this facility.  

                                   the liquidity and pushes up interest rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) is the primary instrument of Reserve Bank  

              of India for modulating liquidity and transmitting interest rate signals to the market.  

           It refers to the difference between the two key rates viz. repo rate and reverse repo rate.  

     LAF is used to aid banks in adjusting the day to day mismatches in liquidity.  

  Through LAF, banks are permitted to borrow only a certain percentage of its Net Demand and  

  Time Liabilities (NDTL).  In case the Bank requires more funds, beyond what is permissible under  

                     LAF, it can access another window called Marginal Standing Facility (MSF). 
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  This is a monetary policy that aims to increase the money supply in the economy by decreasing interest rates, purchasing government securities by central banks, and lowering the  

                                                                reserve requirements for banks. 

    This is also known as Easy Monetary Policy. 

           An expansionary policy lowers unemployment and stimulates business activities and consumer spending.  

              The overall goal of the expansionary monetary policy is to fuel economic growth. However, it can also possibly lead to higher inflation. 

                When RBI adopt Expansionary Monetary Policy, the central bank decrease Policy Rates (Interest Rates) like Repo, Reverse Repo, MSF, Bank Rate etc., decrease Reserve Ratios  

                     Like Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) and Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR), buys government securities from the market as part of Open Market Operations (OMO) – providing liquidity  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      in the market 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                      A contractionary monetary policy is focused on contracting (decreasing) the money supply in an economy. 

                                                                                 This is also known as Tight Monetary Policy. 

                                                                              It can be achieved by raising interest rates, selling government bonds, and increasing the reserve requirements for banks. The contractionary policy 

                                                                                                                                                                                               is utilized when the government wants to control inflation levels. 
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